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Abstract: Grain boundary (GB) segregation is an important phenomenon that affects many physical
properties, as well as microstructure of polycrystals. The segregation of solute atoms on GBs and its
effect on GB structure in Al were investigated using two approaches: First principles total energy
calculations and the finite temperature large-scale atomistic modeling within hybrid MD/MC approach
comprising molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations. We show that the character of chemical
bonding is essential in the solute–GB interaction, and that formation of directed quasi-covalent bonds
between Si and Zn solutes and neighboring Al atoms causes a significant reconstruction of the GB
structure involving a GB shear-migration coupling. For the solutes that are acceptors of electrons
in the Al matrix and have a bigger atomic size (such as Mg), the preferred position is determined
by the presence of extra volume at the GB and/or reduced number of the nearest neighbors; in this
case, the symmetric GB keeps its structure. By using MD/MC approach, we found that GBs undergo
significant structural reconstruction during segregation, which can involve the formation of single- or
double-layer segregations, GB splitting, and coupled shear-migration, depending on the details of
interatomic interactions.
Keywords: aluminum alloys; grain-boundary segregation; first principles calculation; molecular
dynamics simulation; monte carlo modeling
1. Introduction
Grain boundary (GB) segregation affects essentially many phenomena in polycrystals, such as
recrystallization, strength and plasticity, decomposition of solid solution, and new phase nucleation [1].
The role of GB segregation becomes especially important in ultrafine grained materials (UFG), where
the fractions of GB and bulk atoms are comparable [2,3]. In this case, the formation of segregations at
GBs significantly changes the conditions of the phase equilibrium [3–6] and thermal stability of grained
structure [7–10]. Although the problem of GB segregation has been in the focus of researchers for many
years [1], the physical mechanisms that control the solute–GB interaction and the effect of alloying
elements on GB structure and properties remain the subject of debates (see, for example, Refs. [11–14]).
The problem of GB chemistry is challenging for both experiment [3,15,16] and theoretical
modeling [10,11,17–19]. Recently, important progress has been done on the study of GB segregation by
3D atom probe tomography [20–22]. It turned out that unusually broad regions near GBs enriched in
alloying elements are observed in UFG alloys subjected to severe plastic deformation [23–25]. It is
commonly believed that such broad segregations may belong to a special so-called non-equilibrium
structure of a GB [2,3]. Other mechanism of the formation of such broad enriched regions is recently
discussed in connection with the segregation induced GB structural transitions [14,26–31].
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Al-Mg and Al-Zn alloys give the bright example of the dramatic dependence of segregations on
the chemistry of alloying elements. In particular, for an Al-Mg system it was observed that Mg atoms
tend to form heterogeneous agglomerations at GBs [5,32], and it results in extra-hardening. In contrast,
Zn atoms are distributed homogeneously along the GBs in the UFG Al-Zn alloy [3,8]. These specific
segregations are thought to be a reason for GB sliding enhancement in UFG Al-Zn at relatively low
temperatures, which resulted in unusual super-ductility [33–35]. However, the nature of the observed
peculiarities of segregation is still not exactly known.
In general, the mechanism of solute–GB interaction depends on a number of factors, and is rather
complex. It depends on the type of the GB and contains the deformation (related to size effect and
lattice distortions) as well as the electronic (related to changes in the chemical bonding) contributions,
which are not easy to separate from each other. As commonly believed, the electronic contribution
is dominant in most cases. However, recent studies have shown that the size effect [11,35], and also
changes in the bond order [17], may have a decisive influence on behavior of solutes at GBs. First
principles calculations provide the most reliable information about the GB structure, energetics, and
solute-GB interactions [11,12,35–42]. However, they require advanced computational resources, and
mostly special type (ST) GBs can be studied. Atomistic simulation methods (molecular dynamics (MD)
and Monte Carlo (MC)) allow one to implement large scale modeling. Unfortunately, used interatomic
interaction potentials have limited reliability.
The results of atomistic simulations of impurity segregation at the ST GBs allow us to identify the
important parameters related to the GB characteristics (GB energy, structure, and excess volume) or to
the characteristics of the impurity atom (solution enthalpy, ionic radius). New important information
has been obtained in recent years using hybrid simulation MD/MC approach, in which MD and MC
runs are alternating with each other [14,30,43–45]. It was shown that in addition to local changes
in chemical composition, another effect of dopant segregation to a GB can be realized, namely an
alteration of GB structure. To describe such GB structural reconstruction, the concept “grain boundary
complexions” was introduced [46–48], which consider an interfacial state that can exist only in the
presence of adjacent grains. The different types of complexion have been proposed in Ref. [46], and
unusual broad enriched GB regions observed in UFG alloys [21–23] can be classified as nanoscale
intergranular films. At the same time, the question about the role of chemistry of alloying elements in
segregation and the peculiar interface state formation continues to be open for debate.
In this paper, we present results of atomistic modeling of the segregation formation in Al alloys,
which may cause the reconstruction of GB structure. First (Section 3.1), we consider the interaction of
solute with ST GB by using first-principle electronic structure and total energy calculations. Next, in
Section 3.2, we present the results of large-scale finite temperature MD/MC modeling and demonstrate
that segregation can result in different types of GB reconstruction in dependence on chemistry of solute
atoms. General trends of segregation formation and GB reconstruction are discussed in Section 4.
2. Methods of Modeling
In this paper, interaction of a single solute atom with a tilt ST GB in Al alloys is studied using two
approaches. The first one is first principles calculations of a crystallite with a ST GB and a solute atom.
The second approach involves atomistic MD/MC simulations of a rather large polycrystal with GB and
solute atoms. This approach allows simulations at finite temperatures using many-body interatomic
potentials developed within the framework of embedded atom method (EAM). Ab initio calculations
give reliable information about solute–special type GB interaction at zero K, while MD/MC approach
allows large-scale modeling at finite temperature, but is limited by the use of the semi-empirical
interatomic potentials. Employing these two methods, we obtain a comprehensive picture of the
phenomena under consideration.
We chose the alloying elements which are typically used as additions in Al-based alloys. Reliable
interatomic potentials are known now for Mg, Ni, Cu, Pb (see Section 2.2), and there are no such for Si
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and Zn. Therefore, we employ ab-initio calculations for Si, Zn, and for Mg; the latter was chosen for
the comparison of results of different approaches.
2.1. Ab Initio Calculations of the Solute-GB Interaction
The total energy of a crystallite containing a Σ5{210}<001> tilt GB and a solute atom (Mg, Si,
or Zn) was calculated using DFT based package VASP (Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package [49,50])
and using projector augmented plane wave (PAW) method [51]. The exchange-correlation energy was
calculated in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), the formalism proposed in Refs. [52] was
used. Kinetic-energy cutoff of plane waves was 520 eV. The reciprocal space was sampled with the
8 × 4 × 2 k-point Γ-centered meshes [53]. The convergence criterion for energy was 1 × 10−5. A 48-atom
supercell had the dimensions 8.2a × 1.6a × 1.0a, periodic boundary conditions were used (a is Al lattice
parameter). The lattice parameter coincided with the experimental value a = 0.405 nm within 0.2%.
The supercell contained two crystallites (see Figure 1a,b) misoriented (tilted) by 53.1◦ about the [001]
axis with respect to each other. Shifted GB was obtained by relative displacement of adjacent grains to
a local minimum of energy along the GB plane in one direction perpendicular to the tilt axis <100> of
the GB, with subsequent relaxation.
Figure 1. Calculated segregation energies of Mg, Si, Zn solute atoms in dependence on distance from
symmetric (b) and shifted (d) grain boundary (GB). The structure of symmetric and shifted GBs is
shown in fragments (a) and (c), respectively. Numbers correspond to positions of solute substituting an
Al atom. Bigger and smaller balls in fragments (a,c) correspond to Al atom located in adjacent (001)
planes. The supercell is doubled along the vertical axis for clarity.
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An Al atom occupying one of the sites 1–8 beside the GB was replaced by a Mg, Si, or Zn (see
Figure 1a,b), and the total energy of the crystallite was calculated using structural relaxation. The
segregation energy Eseg(R) was determined as the energy difference between the crystallite with the
impurity at a distance R from the GB plane and the crystallite containing the same impurity situated
on most remote site from the GB plane.
2.2. MD/MC Finite Temperature Simulations
The hybrid MD/MC approach was used for the calculations of the solute interactions X (X = Mg,
Ni, Cu, Pb) with special type GBs Σ5{210}<001> and Σ5{310}<001>, modeling the segregation formation
and related structural changes. Initially, the distribution of solute atoms in the crystallite was random,
in accordance with a given average concentration (3at.%). We used Metropolis scheme, which included
additionally on each MC step the MD relaxation of a crystallite with the solute atom in a new trial
position, and the probability of an atomic jump was determined by accounting the change in energy
due to relaxation. This scheme differs from that used in the papers [29,30], where MD was carried out
after each 103 MC steps. As it follows from the results presented below, the stepwise relaxation in the
MC/MD simulation plays an essential role in the correct description of the structural reconstruction of
GB. Total energy convergence criterion was 10−4 eV/at. The total number of steps in the MC procedure
was about 106.
In the MD/MC calculations, we used LAMMPS (Sandia National Laboratories) package [54].
To describe the interatomic interactions, we employ many-body EAM potentials: EAM/FS potential [55]
for Al-Mg alloys, EAM/alloy potential [56] for Al-Ni, EAM/adp potential [57] for Al-Cu, EAM/alloy
potential [58] for Al-Pb. All potentials are listed in [59] in adapted for LAMMPS form. The interatomic
potentials used in MD/MC simulations provided a reliable description of the basic properties of Al, and
the lattice parameter coincided with the experiment value within 1%. The used crystallite contained
about 80,000 atoms; its dimensions along the main directions <100>, <012>, and <013> were multiple
of translations for a given crystallographic axes, and amounted to a,
√
5a, and 1/2
√
10a, respectively.
GB was located in its center, and periodic boundary conditions were applied along three directions.
The simulation was carried out at a temperature of 450 K, which is typical in the experimental study of
aging processes in aluminum alloys.
3. Results
To reveal the microscopic features of the segregation formation and GB reconstruction in considered
polycrystalline Al alloys, the atomistic modeling was done by using two mentioned above different
scale approaches, namely, first principles zero K total energy calculations and finite temperature
MD/MC simulations.
3.1. First Principles Modeling of Solute–GB Interactions and GB Reconstruction
The calculated segregation energies Eseg(R) of the solute atoms (Mg, Si, Zn) to different positions
near the Σ5{210}<001> tilt GB in Al are presented in Figure 1b,d as functions of distance R from the GB
plane for symmetric GB structure (Figure 1a) and for shifted GB obtained by relative displacement
of adjacent grains (Figure 1c) to a local minimum of energy. The short-ranged character of the
interaction between substitutional atoms and the GB (concentrated in a few layers near the GB) is seen
in Figure 1b,d. Additionally, non-monotonic variance of these segregation energies with the distance is
possible, especially in the case of a Si and Zn impurities near shifted GB. Frequently observed [39,60,61]
oscillations of the segregation energy Eseg(R) may be caused by two reasons: The first is heterogeneity
of local distortions, and the second is Friedel electron density oscillations near the GB [60]. As it will
be seen below, the oscillations of segregation energy in the case of Si and Zn (Figure 1d) are related to
reconstruction of GB structure.
We found that the biggest energy gain was obtained for Si, with one extra p-electron and about
10% smaller atomic radius than that of Al. At the same time, the interaction with the GB of Mg,
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with one less p-electron and 20% greater atomic radius than that of Al, is weaker than of Si. Finally,
for Zn, the segregation energy behavior Eseg(R) is similar to Si. As it discussed in [34], the atomic
relaxation contribution (deformation mechanism) in solute–GB interaction is dominate in case of Mg,
while electronic contribution associated with a charge transfer and change in chemical bonding is the
most significant in case of Si and Zn. The distribution of valence electron density (Figure 2a,d) indicates
that strong covalent Si–Al bonds are formed by the Si impurity with its neighbors. Similar distribution
of valence electron density is obtained also for Zn atom near GB (Figure 2b,e). However, the picture in
the case of Mg is quite different (Figure 2c,f); in this case, there is a reduction of the electron density
near the segregated atoms, which indicates the chemical bond weakening.
Figure 2. Charge density distribution after atomic relaxation of the crystalline containing the
Σ5{210}[001] GB and solute atom Si (a,d), Zn (b,e), and Mg (c,f) in position 3. Fragments (a,b,c)
and (d,e,f) correspond to symmetric and shifted GBs, respectively. The dashed line shows the initial
position of the GB. The supercell is doubled along the vertical axis for clarity.
An important feature of results presented in Figure 2a,d,b,e is similarity in GB structure, which is
formed after relaxation with solute atom in position 3, regardless of remarkable difference of initial GB
configurations (symmetric or shifted). Moreover, the distribution of valence electron density turned
out to be similar for Si (Figure 2a,d) and Zn (Figure 2b,e) solutes, though it is very different from that
in case of Mg (Figure 2c,f). The Si and Zn solutes form strong quasi-covalent bonds with neighboring
Al atoms (red regions in Figure 2a,d,b,e) that is the driving force behind considerable reconstruction of
the GB, which results in the same GB structure, independent on initial configuration. Wherein, the GB
plane turns out to be shifted from initial (shown by dashed line) to new position, passing through
solute atoms. It should be noted that the segregation of the Si or Zn atom leads to severe heterogeneity
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in GB structure and distribution of electron density with alternating enriched and depleting regions.
As a result, new preferable places for segregated atoms appear.
In contrast to Si and Zn atoms, the substitution of Al by Mg atom results in depletion of electron
density and weakening of chemical bonds (Figure 2c,f). In this case, the GB structure formed after
relaxation strongly depends on initial configuration. While in case of symmetric GB (Figure 2c), the
relaxation results in local displacement and movement of Mg atoms in the GB center, in case of shifted
GB (Figure 2f), the GB center turns out to be substantially displaced perpendicular to the GB plane
from the initial position.
The results shown in Figure 2 correspond to the most representative case, when the solute
atom was initially placed at position 3 (Figure 1a,c). Driven by the formation by the solute of the
quasi-covalent bonds, a reconstruction of GB structure is going on, also when Si or Zn solute atoms
are initially located at positions 1 and 2 in case of symmetric GB. It is not the case for position 2 in
shifted GB, when strong chemical bonds do not form, and energy gain due to segregation appears to
be rather small (Figure 1d). In contrast with Si or Zn solutes, a preferred position of Mg is determined
by the presence of extra volume or a reduced number of nearest neighbors. As a result, sites 1–4
appear preferable for substitution of Al by Mg; while Mg segregation does not lead to significant
reconstruction in case of symmetric GB, it causes structural changes and GB displacement for Mg in
position 3 (Figure 2f) or 4 in case of shifted GB.
Thus, the presented results of ab initio modeling reveal an important feature of GB segregation,
namely solute–GB interaction can result in significant reconstruction of GB structure and even
displacement of the GB to a new position. As a result, solute–GB interaction cannot be fully understood
based only on consideration of the fixed GB structure. This issue will be discussed in more detail in the
next Section using MD/MC simulations.
3.2. MD/MC Simulations of the Segregation Formation and GB Reconstruction
The results of ab initio calculations showed that interaction between solute atoms and GB results
not only in local distortions but can cause a significant change in the GB structure that may be
accompanied by partial sliding of grains and/or a displacement of the GB. To investigate realistic
processes of the segregation formation and the GB reconstruction, we employed a combined approach,
which included molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations (MD/MC) as described in Section 2.2.
We considered the interaction of different solute atoms (Mg, Ni, Cu, Pb) with the Σ5 {012}<100> and
Σ5 {013}<100> GBs in Al matrix.
The structure of the Σ5{013}<100> GB in Al-3%Mg alloy after 106 MD/MC runs is shown in
Figure 3a. As it seen, the Mg atoms fill all energetically preferable positions in the GB center (energy gain
is about 0.4 eV). This is the case when the segregation formation does not lead to the GB reconstruction.
Essentially, a different picture is realized for the Σ5{012}<100> GB (Figure 3b). In this case, energetically
preferable position for substitution of Al by Mg is located in the next to the nearest atomic plane with
respect to the center of the GB. During atomic relaxation, the GB moves to the next atomic plane,
accompanied by relative sliding of the grains. As this takes place, the atomic structure in the GB center
becomes significantly different from that in the initial position. Thus, even segregation of Mg can result
in significant reconstruction of the GB structure, when energetically preferable position is not in the
initial center of the GB. Note, that MD/MC and ab initio simulations (Section 3.1) lead to different
structural states of the GB. We believe that this difference is due to the fact that ab initio relaxation
gives a local minimum of energy, while MD/MC provides achievement of a global minimum.
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Figure 3. The fragment of the crystalline with the Σ5{013}<100> GB (a) and Σ5{012}<100>GB (b) in
Al-3%Mg alloy after 106 MD/MC runs. Dashed lines show the initial position of the GB plane. Black
and red circles mark Al and Mg atoms, respectively. Filed and open circles correspond to atoms, located
in adjacent {001} planes.
Results of MD/MC simulations for Al-3%Ni alloy with the Σ5 GB are shown in Figure 4. As it
is seen, the segregation of Ni results in reconstruction of the Σ5{012}<100> GB structure (Figure 4b),
which is similar to the case of Mg segregation. This is due to the fact that in both cases, energetically
preferable position of solute atom is the same and located next to the nearest atomic plane to the
center of the GB. In contrast to the Mg, the segregation of Ni atoms on the Σ5{013}<100> GB results
in reconstruction of the GB structure (Figure 4a) and formation of the multilayer configuration with
set of structural units filled by solute atoms. This feature is due to the presence of two equivalent
energetically preferable positions of Ni near the Σ5{013}<100> GB, and is associated with details of
interatomic Ni-Al interaction near the GB. Strictly speaking, the question about reliability of used
interatomic potentials for description of solute-GB interaction is open to discussion. Nevertheless, we
believe that main qualitative features of the GB reconstruction are reproduced correctly.
Figure 4. The fragment of the crystalline with the Σ5{013}<100> GB (a) and Σ5{012}<100> GB (b) in
Al-3%Ni alloy after 106 MD/MC runs. Dashed lines show the initial position of the GB plane. Black
and red circles mark Al and Ni atoms, respectively. Filed and open circles correspond to atoms, located
in adjacent {001} planes.
In case of Al-3%Cu, we found that decomposition of alloy occurs in two stages. Initially (after 105
MD/MC steps), the Cu clusters located in the {100} plane (Guinier–Preston zones [62]) are formed inside
the grains and near the GB. The formation of Guinier–Preston zones within similar MD/MC approach
was obtained earlier in Ref. [63], and indicates that the used potentials reliably reproduce complex
features of interatomic interactions in this system [64]. Further MD/MC runs result in redistribution of
Cu atoms and formation of the segregation in case of the Σ5{013}<100> GB. Wherein the GB structure
transforms to the multilayer configuration, which is similar to shown in Figure 4a. However, in contrast
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with Al-Ni alloy, the GB reconstruction is driven by interactions between Cu atoms. Note, in case of
the Σ5{012}<100> GB, we did not find segregation due to the lack of attraction between Cu atoms and
GB of this type.
For Al-Pb alloy, we found that energies of solute–GB interaction are very high for all positions
located in three layers adjacent to the GB plane. This feature originated apparently from a large
difference in lattice parameters of Pb and Al that results in significant deformation contribution in
solute–GB interaction. As a result, segregations of Pb on the GB appear already in the early MD/MC
runs (Figure 5a); in the next stage, the concentration of Pb atoms in GB region increases, and is
accompanied by disordering of the crystal lattice (Figure 5b), apparently, due to the considerable local
stress. After completion of the MD/MC runs, all Pb atoms are located in the center of the crystallite
(near former GB), and the resulting layer of Pb atoms has an amorphous-like structure (Figure 5c). The
driving force of this kind of decomposition process is a rather large attraction between Pb atoms in Al
matrix (interaction energy between nearest-neighbor Pb atoms in Al for used interatomic potentials is
about −0.3 eV).
Figure 5. The fragment of the crystalline with the Σ5{012}<100> GB in Al-3%Pb alloy after 2 × 102 (a),
103 (b), and 106 (c) MD/MC steps. Black and red circles mark Al and Pb atoms, respectively. Filed and
open circles correspond to Al atoms, located in adjacent {001} planes. Pb atoms form an amorphous
plate and fill different positions without separation into layers.
In Figure 5, we show the results of MD/MC modeling of Al-Pb alloy with the Σ5{012}<100> GB;
similar evolution of GB structure and decomposition of alloy was found also for the Σ5{013}<100> GB.
An amorphous layer in the GB region was previously observed in MD/MC modeling of the segregation
in systems Al-Cu, Cu-Zr [30], and discussed in terms of the complexions formation. Note, the process
of amorphization in Al-Pb alloy near the GB is not associated with local melting, because a similar
picture was obtained in our simulations at a temperature lower than expected for GB melting.
Thus, presented results of our MD/MC simulations at finite temperature support the conclusion
about significant reconstruction of GB structure caused by segregation of solute atoms and demonstrate
the variety of possible scenarios of this process; from GB enrichment to the formation of amorphous layer.
4. Discussion
The problem of GB chemistry has been discussed in the literature for many years based mostly
on considering of a single solute atom and a GB with fixed structure. As a result, the microscopic
mechanisms determining the solute–GB interaction and the effect of solute atoms on GB cohesive
properties were identified [11,12,18,19,34,35]. However, the formation of GB segregations turns out
to be a more difficult issue, and continues to be under discussion. As it was recently suggested, the
GBs can exist in multiple states called complexions, which are characterized by different segregation
capacity [13,46–48]. Thus, the consideration of interaction of a single solute atom with a GB is not
enough for understanding segregation, and a reconstruction of the GB should be taken into account for
further progress. In addition, the bottleneck in the investigation of this phenomenon with atomistic
modeling is the lack of a reliable computational tool for interface structure prediction.
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We employ here different scale methods of atomistic modeling to reveal a microscopic mechanism
of the segregation formation and related GB reconstruction in Al alloys. By using ab initio calculations,
we show that the character of chemical bonding is essential in the solute–GB interaction. Si or Zn
solutes with extra p or d electrons form directed quasi-covalent bonds with neighboring Al atoms
(chemical contribution) and causes a significant reconstruction of the GB structure (Figure 2) regardless
of the initial GB configuration. This reconstruction involves GB coupled shear-migration processes, as
it was discussed in Ref. [65]. For the solutes that have a bigger atomic size and accept electrons from
the matrix (such as Mg), one can assume that the deformation contribution will be dominant. In this
case, the symmetric GB keeps its structure (Figure 2c), but shifted GB may undergo the significant
shear-migration coupled reconstruction (Figure 2f). In the latter case, a preferred position of Mg is
determined by the extra volume at the GB and/or reduced number of nearest neighbors. Thus, the
results of ab initio calculations give reliable evidence of the GB reconstruction due to segregation
formation. Wherein, the presence of directional bonds and multiple GB states plays an important role.
It is important to note that by using ab initio calculations we simulate here fictitious segregations
arising due to periodic boundary conditions along GB. At the same time, the alternating arrangement of
solutes on both sides of the boundary (as it is shown in Figure 4a) may be more energetically preferable
and results in two-layer GB segregations. Though MD/MC simulation does not provide completely
reliable results, it allows realizing large-scale simulation of the segregation at finite temperatures, which
is not available in the framework of ab initio calculations. The modeling of the interaction of different
solute atoms (Mg, Ni, Cu, Pb) with the Σ5{012}<100> and Σ5{013}<100> GBs in Al matrix has shown
that GBs undergo significant structural reconstruction during segregation in the most of the considered
cases (Section 3.2). During the MD/MC runs, the structure of the GB itself, its spatial position, and the
type of describing GB structural units may vary. The nature of the GB reconstruction is determined by
preferable positions of solute atoms near the GB, which depend on features of solute–Al interactions.
We found that single layer segregations are preferable in case of Mg in agreement with the results of ab
initio modeling. At the same time, the double layer segregations form in case of Ni and Cu addition.
Finally, the rather wide amorphous layer is formed in the GB area in case of Al-Pb alloy. It should be
noted that the choice of the alternation of MC and MD runs plays a significant role in the reconstruction
of the studied GBs, and presented results were obtained by using MD relaxation after each MC step.
In general, the solute–GB interaction is rather complex: It includes the deformation as well as the
electronic contributions, and may result in GB reconstruction. Nevertheless, one should expect the
deformation solute–GB interaction without GB reconstruction for solutes whose addition results in
significant concentration increase in alloys. On the other hand, the segregation of transition elements
with small solubility in bulk can lead to significant GB reconstruction.
5. Conclusions
To summarize, the presented results clearly show that segregation of solute atoms can be
accompanied by a significant GB reconstruction, which, depending on the features of chemical bonding,
may involve the GB splitting or shear-migration coupled reconstruction and complexions formation.
In the case of solutes, for which the deformation contribution is dominant (such as Mg), one can
expect that symmetric GB keeps its structure. At the same time, solutes with extra p or d electrons
form directed quasi-covalent bonds with neighboring Al atoms (chemical contribution to solute–GB
interaction) and cause a significant reconstruction of GB structure. The GB splitting and double layer
segregations are possible in case of Ni and Cu addition, and the formation of rather wide amorphous
layer in the GB area was found in case of Al-Pb alloy. The effect of such modified GBs on the properties
of polycrystalline materials remains poorly understood by now.
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